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Introduction
Newcourt Retirement Fund Managers Limited (NRFM) provides a range of Self Invested products including 
Approved Retirement Funds (ARFs), Personal Retirement Bonds (PRBs) and Personal Retirement Savings 
Accounts (PRSAs). This provides an opportunity for individuals to manage their own pension funds, without 
the involvement of an insurance company. Newcourt Retirement Fund Managers Limited is regulated under 
the European Union (Markets in Financial Instruments) Regulation 2017 (“the MiFID II Regulations”) by the 
Central Bank of Ireland. It is authorised to act as a Qualifying Fund Manager (QFM) for the management  
of ARFs. 

Our non standard PRSA offers the widest possible choice of investment types available in the Irish Market. 
Our clients can avail of all allowable investment options through their Self Invested PRSA once they are per-
mitted by Revenue, comply with current legislation and the charges are within the maximum allowable limits 
as set out in this brochure.

This PRSA will allow you to access various types of investments including:

1. Deposit Accounts
2. Direct Property investment (residential or commercial)
3. Choice of International Investment Managers
4. Stockbroking firms
5. Multiple investment platforms
6. Insurers investments funds

We allow the investor the flexibility to save for retirement in a cost efficient manner.

NRFM will provide MiFID services on an execution only basis for PRSAs. This means that you will self invest 
and/or manage the investments within your pension product. All investment decisions to buy or sell instru-
ments within your pension product will be made by you in conjunction with your Advisor. All instructions 
to trade underlying investments will be directed by you through your Advisor. This means that you will be 
responsible for ensuring that all such investment decisions undertaken by you meet your investment objec-
tives, financial position and attitude to risk. NRFM will act solely in accordance with the instruction provid-
ed by you and will not assess on your behalf, the merits of any such an underlying investment. NRFM will 
consider whether such investments are allowed to be held within your pension product under the Pensions 
Act and satisfy the investment requirements of the Revenue Commissioners. NRFM will not undertake any 
suitability assessment or appropriateness test when providing service as adminstrator.

Contributions
Your first contribution is due on the date you choose to start contributing to your PRSA. This contribution 
will be lodged into your PRSA investment management account. It will remain there until the expiry of your 
cooling-off period as set out in Section 6 of your Terms and Conditions. NRFM will not be liable for any loss 
suffered by you in the event that the provider of the PRSA investment management account fails.

Your contract has been designed to accept contributions at any time prior to age 75, even when in receipt of 
benefits under your PRSA. A separate arrangement may be more suitable for new contributions where your 
PRSA is in drawdown and deemed a vested PRSA. Contributions may be made at any time. There is no mini-
mum contribution amount applicable to your Self Invested PRSA.

Regular or Lump sum/single contributions can be made to your PRSA by standing order, by credit transfer 
or by cheque. You may change both the level and frequency of the contribution at any time. You may stop 
paying contributions at any time during the term of your contract with us.
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Transfers into your PRSA
You may transfer your accumulated fund from another PRSA, occupational pension scheme (subject to cer-
tain criteria), a pension arrangement outside the State or a retirement annuity contract to your Self Invested 
PRSA and we will treat any such transfer payment as a contribution. It will not attract entry charges (see Sec-
tion 4 of your Terms and Conditions). Transfers of refunds from occupational pension schemes will be made 
without tax deduction to the PRSA.

In the event that you wish to transfer from an Occupational Pension Scheme, NRFM cannot accept the 
proceeds unless we are provided with a Certificate of (Benefits) Comparison setting out a comparison of 
the benefits that may accrue from the Self Invested PRSA with the benefits from the Occupational Pension 
Scheme and a written statement of the reasons why such a transfer is or is not in your interest. In certain 
circumstances a Certificate of (Benefits) Comparison may not be required, an example of this would be 
where the scheme is being wound up or the transfer value is less than €10,000. Professional advice should 
be sought from your Financial Advisor in this regard.

In the case of a transfer from a UK scheme where there is a transfer into your PRSA of funds that benefitted 
from UK tax relief, you are unable to draw benefits before your 55th birthday except on grounds of ill health 
and in any case subject to Revenue requirements being met. By transferring funds into this PRSA you are 
confirming that you agree to adhere to all of the contract rules under QROPS.

Transfers out of your PRSA
You can transfer your PRSA to another pension arrangement at any time if the assets are transferred to  
another PRSA product or an approved Occupational Pension Scheme or statutory scheme of which you  
are a member. Currently any transfers to approved arrangements outside the State are subject to tax as  
per Revenue guidelines.

Tax Relief on Contributions
Income tax relief on personal and employer (if any) contributions is currently limited to a percentage of net 
relevant earnings (NRE) which varies based on your age in the year in question:

Age attained in tax year % NRE*

Under 30 15% of NRE

30 - 39 20% of NRE

40 - 49 25% of NRE

50 - 54 30% of NRE

55 - 59 35% of NRE

60 and over 40% of NRE

* Maximum Net Relevant Earnings on which relief is allowed is currently €115,000. 
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Why a Self Invested PRSA?
Flexibility: Self invested PRSA contracts offer clients the broadest range of investments available.

Transparency: Fees and charges are clear with all clients receiving an invoice for the charges applicable  
to their contract. There are no entry or exit penalties with our PRSA contracts.

Control: Clients retain control of their PRSA investments and are a signatory on all of their PRSA  
transactions.

Investment Choice: Allowable investments include deposit accounts, foreign currency, stockbroking ac-
counts, property, tracker bonds, government bonds, private equity. You are also not restricted to any one 
provider, so you have one pension contract but can have a number of different investments and providers/ 
structures.

Taxation: Investment growth and capital appreciation generated in your self invested PRSA contract 
is exempt from income tax and capital gains tax in certain jurisdictions.

Our products offer clients flexibility and real choice when it comes to their pension investments.  
Our dedicated team of administrators make sure that you are kept up to date and informed about your 
retirement funds and are always on hand to answer your queries.

Default Investment Strategy
The Default Investment Strategy (“DIS”) is the New Ireland Assurance PRIME 3 Fund. It aims to fulfil the  
reasonable expectations of a typical contributor who is expected to remain invested in their PRSA on  
retirement or invest it in an equity based Approved Retirement Fund (“ARF”). It has been assumed that 
 the “typical investor” is willing to accept a medium degree of risk if using this DIS.

The DIS may not be suitable for contributors who want to generate an income in retirement through  
purchasing an annuity. If you invest in the DIS you will be exposed to investment risks.

In the event you do not choose specific investments (including cash) the contributions to your Newcourt 
PRSA will be automatically invested in the Default Investment Strategy. The PRIME 3 Fund with New Ireland 
Assurance has been chosen as the DIS for the following reasons:

• The objective of the fund is to generate returns reflective of the risk profile of the fund by investing in a 
range of passive funds

• It adopts a multi-asset approach – offering access to the return potential that can come from exposure to 
equities, bonds and a range of alternative assets

• Passive investment approach – it invests in a range of funds which adopt a passive investment strategy. 
This is one that tracks market weighted indices or portfolios rather than relying on a fund manager to 
make investment decisions

• It provides a Risk Conscious Solution - an adjustment process is in place to reduce risk during times of 
high market volatility. Through a dynamic risk adjustment mechanism, exposure to equities is reduced in 
order to deliver a smoother, more stable investment journey.
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The PRIME 3 Fund has exposure to developed World, Multi-Factor And Environmental, Social and Govern-
ance (ESG) equities , property, alternative assets, and government, corporate and investment grade bonds 
and cash.

The exposure to equities and cash can vary in line with the dynamic risk adjustment mechanism and the 
exposure for property diversified alternatives and bonds is set.

To achieve its risk goals, PRIME 3 can vary its exposure to developed world equities. If market volatility  
is high, indicating short and sharp movements and an increased risk of investors losing money, exposure  
to these equities is reduced. If market volatility is low, indicating the market is steady, exposure to equities  
is increased.

Further information about the New Ireland Assurance PRIME 3 Fund is available on request.

The DIS aims to fulfil the reasonable expectations of a typical contributor. The asset mix of the DIS does not 
vary with term as the typical contributor is expected to remain invested in their PRSA on retirement or invest 
it in an equity based Approved Retirement Fund (ARF).

It is not intended that the DIS is free of risk and benefits are dependent on investment returns and general 
economic and market conditions.

Investment Restrictions
Certain transactions detailed in the Revenue Pensions Manual and/or set out in legislation are deemed to 
be pensions in payment or distributions and as such are not allowed under your Self Invested PRSA. NRFM 
reserves the right to restrict certain types of investments, based on Revenue requirements and legislation.

Investment Risk – Important Information
The value of the underlying PRSA investments may fall as well as rise. The value of your PRSA at  
retirement will depend on the contributions made and the investment return achieved on these  
contributions. The investment return is not guaranteed and with certain investments you may lose your  
capital investment. It is worth noting that short-term investment returns can be quite volatile particularly  
in equity and property based funds. You will be exposed to currency risk if you invest in assets which  
are denominated in currencies other than euro. NRFM does not accept liability for the performance of  
the underlying assets of your PRSA.

Transparent & Competitive Charges
This section sets out all charges applicable to your Self Invested PRSA including how they are applied and 
when they are applied.

The Self Invested PRSA does not attract a contribution or entry/exit charge under any circumstances.  
An annual contract charge is applied to your PRSA called the Annual Management Charge (“AMC”).  
The AMC depends on the level of funds in your PRSA on particular valuation dates as outlined below.

Where contributions are transferred in from another PRSA, an occupational pension arrangement,  
a retirement annuity contract, or from pension arrangements outside the State, no contribution charges  
are applied.
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Annual Management Charge
The charges under the Self Invested PRSA are competitive and transparent, as set out below:

Fund Size Annual Management Charge (inclusive of VAT)

Less than €25,000 2.5%

Between €25,000 and €99,999 1.5%

Between €100,000 and €499,999 1%

Between €500,000 and €1,999,999 0.5%

Between €2,000,000 and €4,999,999 0.4%

€5,000,000 and over 0.25%

The Annual Management Charge (“AMC”) will be calculated by applying one of the above percentages to the 
entire fund value and is inclusive of VAT. The percentage to apply will be the percentage in the above table 
that corresponds to the size of your fund at the charging date.

We will use the 31st March and the 30th September or date of leaving as the billing dates. The initial charge 
will be calculated on a daily basis from the date of commencement of the PRSA to the next billing date. It will 
be calculated by multiplying the annual management charge by the fund value at the charge date and propor-
tionately charging for the number of chargeable days.

The billing will be every six months (in arrears) thereafter and will be in line with your six monthly statement. 
If you close your PRSA contract the balancing fee would then be calculated on the basis of the number of 
days since the last billing date to the date the PRSA is closed. It will be the value of the fund at the last billing 
date by the management charge and proportionately charging for the number of days from the last billing 
date to the date it is closed. The AMC will be deducted from your PRSA working bank account/investment 
management account, which will require certain liquidity to ensure such payments can be made.

NRFM does not levy any entry charges or exit charges to your PRSA contract. However charges and asso-
ciated costs for any underlying investments may vary in these respects and professional investment advice 
should be sought in this regard. In addition, normal transaction costs, stamp duties and certain Government 
levies may apply and these will be deducted automatically from the value of your assets.

Underlying Investments Charges
In addition to the charges outlined above there may be charges associated with the underlying investments 
you choose to invest in through your PRSA. The charges that can apply on such investments can only  
range from 0% to 3% per annum. Investments with charges outside this range are not allowable under the 
Self Invested PRSA. Such charges may include those charged on stock broking accounts, annual manage-
ment fees on investment funds or charges on collective investment schemes. This is not an exhaustive list.  
The frequency with which charges will be deducted can vary between underlying investments. Details of the 
exact charges that you will incur will be outlined to you before investment by your Financial Intermediary / 
Investment Provider. These charges may include one off charges and/or ongoing charges. The underlying 
investment charges are in addition to the AMC outlined above.

If you choose to invest in the Default Investment Strategy (“DIS”) your fund will be invested in the  
New Ireland Assurance PRIME 3 Fund. The underlying investment charge for the DIS is 0.5%.

This underlying investment charge will apply in addition to the AMC outlined above. This charge will be 
reflected in the daily unit price of the New Ireland Assurance PRIME 3 Fund.
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Ill Health Early Retirement
If you become permanently unable to work due to ill health, and can produce supporting medical evidence, 
you may be able to draw the benefits from your PRSA no matter what age you are.

Retirement
You can begin to receive retirement benefits on or after your 60th birthday or before your 75th birthday. In 
the case of an individual being an employee you can retire at age 50 years or over and receive your retirement 
benefits subject to certain Revenue requirements being met. Your PRSA can accept contributions after your 
retirement age, provided you are still under 75 years of age. In the case of a transfer from a UK scheme where 
there is a transfer into your PRSA of funds that benefitted from UK tax relief, you are unable to draw benefits 
before your 55th birthday except on grounds of ill health and in any case subject to Revenue requirements 
being met.

On retirement you can choose to take a tax-free lump sum of up to 25% of your accumulated fund subject to 
certain restrictions. The maximum tax-free lump sum that you can take is €200,000. The next €300,000 will 
be taxed on a one off basis at the standard rate of income tax and anything in excess of this will be taxed at 
the marginal rate of income tax and will also be subject to PRSI and the Universal Social Charge. Any retire-
ment lump sums taken on or after 7th December 2005 will count towards these limits.

There is a limit on the maximum tax efficient fund that can be built up on retirement. This is currently 
€2,000,000. This figure includes all of your pension funds, including the capital value of any retirement  
benefits drawn down since 7th December 2005. Where the relevant limit is exceeded, the excess in your  
pension funds at retirement will be liable to a once off Income Tax charge.

In certain circumstances you may have a Personal Fund Threshold, which will allow you a fund in excess of 
€2,000,000 however any lump sum that can be drawn down tax-free is still restricted to €200,000 with the 
next €300,000 taxed on a one off basis at the standard rate of income tax. Amounts in excess can be drawn 
but will be taxed under the PAYE system as set out above.

With the balance of your fund, you will have a number of options:

1.   Leave Your PRSA in Force  
You may wish to leave your PRSA in force and make taxable withdrawals from your fund. 

2.  Invest in an ARF  
You may wish to transfer your PRSA to an ARF which allows you to draw regular taxable income from your 
investment (similar to leaving your PRSA in force). 

3. Purchase an Annuity  
You may use your fund to purchase an annuity payable for the rest of your life after retirement with a life 
assurance company. 
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Benefits on Death
If you die at any stage before drawing down your benefits from your PRSA, the value of your PRSA will be 
paid to your estate.

Cooling Off Period
Every PRSA contract has a cooling off period, defined as 30 days from the receipt of your first Statement of 
Reasonable Projection and Terms and Conditions. You may cancel your PRSA during this period by returning 
these Terms and Conditions, your Statement of Reasonable Projection and a signed cancellation request 
to us within 30 days of receipt thereof. When we receive the cancellation request we will refund the current 
value of any contributions that you have paid. The value of these refunds will vary in accordance with the type 
of assets in which they were held in. Any ‘in specie’ transfers will be transferred out in the format they were 
received and the current value of ‘in specie’ transfers will be paid out.

Where amounts have been transferred in from other pension providers we will return the current value of 
the funds to them. We will not deduct any charges from the value of your investment if you cancel within the 
cooling off period. Should you decide to make an investment during the cooling off period, and decide to 
cancel your contract within this period, the encashment value of the underlying asset will be paid out. When 
we return the value of your investment our liability ends.

Investment Advice
Please contact your Financial Advisor/Investment Advisor for investment advice regarding the Self Invested 
PRSA or related underlying investments. Please note that all Financial Advisors are required to be regulated 
by the Central Bank of Ireland.

NRFM’s PRSA (Self Invested PRSA) is approved by the Pensions Authority (Pensions Authority Approval No: 
APP/A/345/NS) and the Revenue Commissioners. It is also eligible to apply as a Qualifying Recognised  
Overseas Pension Scheme (QROPS).

All information in this brochure is based on current legislation and Revenue practice and is subject  
to change.

Liquidity
It is a condition of ongoing Revenue approval that all pension contracts has sufficient liquidity in order to 
administer the contract and to pay the future benefits.

Newcourts liquidity requirement for a property purchase is 2 years Newcourt fees, 2 years Imputed Distri-
bution if applicable (ARFs and Vested PRSAs), any property related expenses for completion of the property 
purchase (insurance, LPT, Stamp duty and legal costs etc.). 12 months loan repayments if applicable, any 
refurbishment cost required to have the property available for rental.

A Contingency fund of 1% of the overall fund value for pension funds of €500,000 or more, or 2%, of the 
overall fund, for funds less than €500,000 is also required as part of our liquidity requirements. The purpose 
of the contingency fund is to cover items such as bank charges, negative interest rates, unexpected expenses 
or legal costs, rent reductions or rents ceasing for a period of time, growth of the pension fund as well as 
any potential regulatory changes.
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Target Market Assessment

PRSAs Target Market – Suitable for

The type of client to whom 
the product  
is targeted

• Retail Clients.

• Employed or Self Employed Individuals.

• Clients who want to supplement their occupational pension  
scheme savings.

• Clients looking for the opportunity to manage their own pension funds, 
without the involvement of an insurance company.

• Clients who wish to transfer in all of their external Personal Pensions / 
PRSAs / Occupational Pension Schemes (with certain criteria being met) 
into the same PRSA product.

• Clients who wish to save for retirement.

• Client who want to avail of retirement tax wrapper benefits

Time Horizon • Clients who are prepared to invest for the long term.

• Clients planning for retirement.

Knowledge and  
experience

• Basic knowledge and experience of pension products.

Financial situation  
with a focus on the  
ability to bear losses

• Save a minimum of €300 each year.

• Will provide flexible pension contributions to suit financial situation.

• Ability to bear losses cannot be determined as  
will be based on underlying investments chosen.

Risk tolerance and  
compatibility of the  
risk/reward profile  
of the product with  
the target market

• Cannot be determined as will be based on underlying investments chosen.

• Values are not guaranteed and can decrease depending  
on underlying investment performance.

Clients’ Objectives  
and Needs

• Clients who do not need access to their investment until retirement.

• Clients who want the potential for long term capital growth.

• Clients who want to leave their pension to their estate when they die.

• PRSAs are portable and transferable.

Channel • Execution only - retail.

Negative Target Market  
– Not suitable for

• Entities.

• Individuals age 75 and over.

• Individuals under age 18.

• Clients with a short investment horizon.

• Clients who need access to funds pre-retirement.

• Clients who require immediate access, whether capital drawdown or 
income, from their retirement funds without having reached retirement age.
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Newcourt Retirement Fund Managers Limited (NRFM)
NRFM provides the following pension arrangements and services:

• Self Invested Personal Retirement Savings Account

• Self Invested Approved Retirement Funds

• Self Invested Personal Retirement Bonds

• Nominee Qualifying Fund Manager (QFM)

Newcourt Retirement Fund Managers Limited (NRFM)
Newcourt Retirement Fund Managers Limited, Father Mathew Hall, 131 Church Street, Dublin 7, D07 E363

Phone: 01 8280091, Fax: 01 8726038, Email: info@nrfm.ie, Web: www.nrfm.ie

While great care has been taken in preparation, this document is of a general nature and should not be relied 
on in relation to specific issues without taking financial, tax or other professional advice.

Warning: The value of your investment may go down as well as up. Past performance is not a reliable 
guide to future performance. NRFM accept no responsibility for investment losses which may occur. 
All investment carries risk and your capital is not guaranteed. If you invest in this product you may lose 
some or all of the money you invest. This PRSA may be affected by changes in currency exchange rates 
depending on the underlying assets held in your PRSA.

Newcourt Retirement Fund Managers Limited is regulated under the European Union (Markets in Financial 
Instruments) Regulation 2017 (“the MiFID II Regulations”) by the Central Bank of Ireland.

Errors and omissions excepted - 02/2022

Newcourt Retirement Fund Managers Limited
Father Mathew Hall, 131 Church Street, Dublin 7, D07 E363
Telephone: 01 8280091 Fax: 01 8726038 Email: info@nrfm.ie Web: www.nrfm.ie


